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Ail Empirical Study of Automated Dictionary 
Construction for Information Extraction in Three 
Domains
Ellen Riloff
l)( /m rtm nit o f  C om puter S citn cr, I ’fiivrr.sitij o f  I tali, Salt I.u h  City, I ' l ' x j l l S
A primary goal of natural language processing researchers is lod e­
velop a  knowledge hast'd natural language pmrrssing (Nl.l*) s y s t e m  
that is portable across domains. However, most knowledge-based 
Nl.l’ systems rely on a, domain-specific dictionary of concepts, 
which represents a substantial knowledge engineering bottleneck. 
We have developed a system called AutoSlog that addresses the 
knowledge-engineering bottleneck for a task railed in form ation  ex- 
tm rtinu. AutoSlog automatically creates domain-specific dictionar­
ies for information ext rad ion. given an appropriate t raining corpus. 
We have used AutoSlog to create a  dictionary of extraction patterns 
for terrorism, which achieved (H'/i. of the performance of a hand­
crafted dictionary that ntjuired approximately 1500 person-hours 
to build. In this paper, we describe experiments with AutoSlog in 
two additional domains: joint ventures and microelectronics. We 
compare the performance of AutoSlog across the three domains, 
discuss the lessons learned about the generality of this approach, 
and presenl results from two experiments which demonstrate that 
novice users can generate effective dictionaries using AutoSlog.
1 Introduction
Portability is a crucial concern for researchers in knowledge based natural 
language processing (N L P ). Knowledge-based NLP system s typically rely on 
a conceptual dictionary that lias been manually encoded Tor a specific do­
main. Although knowledge-based system s have performed well on certain tasks 
(e .g .. [2 .4 .5 .1 I .IG.‘2!{] j. these systems will tiol be practical for real world appli 
cations until the knowledge that they need can be arquired autom atically.
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We have developed a. system railed AnloSlog that generates conceptual dictio­
naries for information extraction  autom atically. Information ex tract ion (II*.) 
is essentially a form of te>.t skimming, in which specific types of informa­
tion are extracted  from text, riiere ha*s l»een a  lot of work recently on in­
formation extraction  in conjunction with the recent message understanding  
conferences ['26-28]. Most information extraction  system s rely on a manually 
encoder] diet ionary of ext raci ion pat tern* (e .g ., see [1 2 .1 5 .1J). Using AnloSlog, 
the I Mass/\H, C-4 system wa^ the firs! system that could acquire domain- 
specific extraction patterns autom atically [17.18].
In previous work, we showed tliat AnloSlog could create effeclive extraction  
patterns for the domain of terrorism  [30]. A dictionary generated by Au- 
loSlog for the terrorism domain achieved 9S% of llie performance of a hand­
crafted dictionary t hat required approxim ately ir>()l) person hours to build. 
The heuristics used by AntoSlog are domain-independent linguistic rules, but 
it was unclear whe I 1 If’T' tb< ■se heuristics would he effective ill other domains. 
In this paper, we describe the results of experim ents with AnloSlog iri two 
additional domains: joint ventures and m icroelectronics. Our goal was to de­
term ine whether the domain-independent linguistic rules used by AnloSlog are 
sufficient to generate effective extraction  patterns for other types of domains. 
If not. would small modifications to the heuristics be sufficient to produce 
good dictionaries? O r <lid the heuristics need to he completely overhauled? Or 
perhaps this domain-independent approach was not portable at all.
We also conducted two experim ents to determ ine whether novice users coi ild 
produce effective dictionaries using AntoSlog. Knowledge acquisition systems 
itiat can he used only by com puter scientists will not be practical in most real- 
world .situations. The results of these experim ents provided valuable feedback 
about the effectiveness and variation of dictionaries producer] by different 
people.
In the first section, we provide some background about information extraction  
and give a brief overview of the CIRC U S sentence analyzer used in these 
experim ents. In Section 2 . we describe the AnloSlog system  for autom ated  
diet ionary const ruction, and present results from the terrorism domain. In 
Section we describe the modifications made in AntoSlog and experim ental 
r e s u l t s  for the joint ventures and m icroelectronics domains. Section I describes 
the experim ents with novice users. Finally. Section ri discusses related work 
and the im plications of AnloSlog.
/. 1 h ifo rn u tlion  F.xh m  H on
(n jo itn a lio n  < s .ltrn lio it (IK) is a natural language processing I ask that involves
iM v n n m o N A i r j >o h t o « y
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autom atically extractin g  specific types of informal ion from Lex I.. In contrast 
to in-depth understanding, information extraction  system s extract only the 
informal ion I hat is relevant to a specific domain. For exam ple, an information 
extraction  system for tlie domain of terrorism  might extract the names of 
perpetrators, victim , physical targets, ami weapons involved iri a terrorist 
incident. An information extraction  system for the domain of joint ventures 
might extract the names of people and com panies involved in joint ventures 
and the names of products and facilities associated with them.
Information extraction has received a lot of attention recently because of the 
message understanding conferences (M IT 's) sponsored by the F .S . govern­
ment [26 28). The message understanding conferences are com petitive per­
formance evaluations that involve participants from a variety of academ ic 
and industrial research labs. The third and fourth message understanding 
conferences (M F C -3  and Ml C -4) were- held in 1991 and 1992 and involved 
information extraction for the domain of Latin Am erican terrorism . Fach par 
tieipating site developed an information extraction  system for the terrorism  
domain, ami the system s were formally evaluated and com pared. Fifteen sites 
participated in Ml C-8 and seventeen sites participated in M I T -4 . The fifth 
message understanding conference (M F C  •r>) was held in 1994 and involved in 
formation extraction  for two new domains: joint ventures (a business domain) 
and m icroelectronics (a technical domain),
The information e.\t ract ion task was to extract relevant information from texts  
and put the extracted  information into predefined tem plates. For M lT ’-4. 22 
types of information had to be extracted  for each terrorist incident mentioned 
ill a te x t. Figure 1 shows a text froltl the Ml. C l corpus that describes a bomb­
ing of the r .S .  embassy in Mirafiores. Peru. For this tex t, a bombing tem plate  
had to be generated that included the date of the bombing ( " l o  JANUARY" ). 
the local ion ( "MIRAFI.OHKS” ), the perpetrators (T K N  TKRRORISTS” ). the 
weapons { “1>Y\-\MI IT STICKS'"), the physical target (" i  s PMBASSY t ACII - 
ritl-s” ). the human targets ( “KM BASH Y O il ICIAI.S" and “SKCl RUN OKI I- 
t'KRS” ). and the information about dam age and casualties.
The M FC  participants were provided with a development corpus lo use for 
training purposes and a blind test set for the final evaluation. The M FC -1  
development corpus consisted of l r)l)U texts and associated answer keys. The 
answer keys are tem plates that were filled out manually with the information 
that should be extracted  from the texts. If several terrorist incidents were 
reported in a te x t, then multiple tem plates had to be filled out. If no terrorist 
incidents were reported, then no tem plates had Lo be filled out. of the 
texts in the Ml ( ’ 4 corpus contained relevant information and therefore had 
one or more associated answer key tem plates,
3
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I [MA, ! (i IAN f 10 (T ELEV IS IO N  PER I ANA) [T EX T ] TEN TERRO R ISTS II1RLF.D DY­
NAM ITE ST ICKS AT t'.S . EM BASSY  FA C IL IT IES  IN THE M tltA F lO R ES  D ISTR ICT . CAI s- 
IN<'. SER IO I S DAMAGE BI T FFIRTI'N  ATF.LY NO C.\SI ALTIES. T IIE  ATTACK TOOK  
PLACE AT 2100 ON 15 JAN UA RY  [0100 GMT ON Ifi JA N ].
INSIDE TH E FAC IL ITY . WHICH WAS f it ’ARDED BY .‘1 SEC CR ITY  O FF IC ER ?. A GROI I’ 
OF EM BASSY O FF IC IALS W ER E  HOLDING A W O RK M EET IN G .
ACCORDING TO THE F IRST  PO LICE REPO RTS. THE ATTACK WAS STAGED BY 10 
TERRO RISTS WHO I SED 2 TOYOTA CARS WH I C H  W ERE  LATER ABANDONED. ONE 
OF THE V EH IC LES  WAS LEFT  ON THE TH IRD  BLOCK OF lO SE PARDO AVEN UE, 
W H ILE  I IIK OTHER WAS I .B IT  ON ll l l :  I tRST BLOCK OF BELLA  VISTA ST R EET  IN 
M IRAFLO RES.
F i g .  I .  A  M l J C - t  t e r r o r i s m  t e x t  
1.2 Tht C l l t C f  S  Sen trn rr A nalyzer
The natural language processing group al the University of M assachusetts par­
I icipated in VI I t '  \ U (  ’ 4. and M I C  5 using a concept ual sentence analyzer 
called C IR C U S [ID]. The I,earl or CIR C U S is a domain-specific didionarv of 
ctm cepl noilr>. A concept node is essentially a case frame that is activated  
by certain linguistic expressions and e x tra c ts  informal ion from llie surround 
ing te x t. Figure 2 shows a sample sentence and an instantiated concept node 
produced hy CIR C U S. The concept node $MI H I) I ' R - P \ s s lV t ‘$ is activated by 
the passive form of the verb “murdered and extrac ts the “three p e a s a n t as 
victim s and the “guerrillas’ as perpetrators.
Sentence: Iliree peasants were murdered by guerrillas.
S mi  r d k h - p a s s i v f .S
v ic t im  =  “three peasants'* 
p e r p e t r a t o r  =  “guerrillas"
F’ig. '2. An instantiated concept node
Figure :5 shows the concept node definition of SM lH lO K It-PA SSIV K S in llie dic­
tionary. f l i i  s concept node is activated by passive forms of the verb “m ur­
dered". such as “was m urdered", “w erem urdered". and “havebeen m urdered." 
Once activated, il ex tracts  the subject of the verb as a victim , and the object 
of the preposition “h.v as a perpetrator. The dictionary also contain* a similar 
concept node called S \1 V R I)I 'R - .V  t i y k S which is activated by active fonns of 
the verh “m urdered". Mich as “John murdered Sam ' or “John has murdered 
Sam ." $M liR I)K R -A ('T I\'l'S  extracts  the subject of ihe verb as a perpetrator 
(i.e .. John) and its d irect object as a victim  (i.e .. Sam ).
A concept node definition contains a trigger word that determines when the 
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N am e: $SH R D FR  PASSIVES!
T rigger W o rd : m u r d e r e d
V ariable S lots: (victim (*si,BJEc'.'T’"i 1))
(p er pet r a t  o r ( ’‘ P R EP -P tlR A SF, K (is-p rep ? ’( b y ) ) ) )
Slot C o n stra in ts : (cln.SS V IC TIM  “S t'K JK C T * ')
( c l a s s  PKRPF.TRATOH x p r f .p - p h r a s f , k )
C o n stan t S lots: (ty p e  m u r d e r )
Enabling C ondition s: ( passive)
l ift. 3. I ho concept node definition for S m t r d k h -Pa s s iv t /B
Ac "I IV K S  arc triggered by the word "m urdered." However. x concept node 
stays active only if il> enabling conditions are sal isfied. T I ► <• m a i d i n g  condi­
tions ensure that each concept nod*’ recognizes specific linguistic- expressions. 
For exam ple. SwitRDI'.lt PASSIVES contains enabling conditions that recognize 
passive Forms or the verb “m urdered", and $M rni}l?R-ArTIVK$ contains en­
abling conditions that recognize active forms of llie verb "m urdered. Only 
one of these concept n o d e s  will remain active* Tor each occurrence of I,lie verb 
■‘m urdered."
A concept node definition also contains variable slots that identify tlie syn­
tactic  constituents extracted  by tlie concept node and their role assignments 
(e .g .. victim  or pe'rpelrator). Slot constraints restrict the kind of lillers that 
a. slot will accept (e.g ., the victim slot only accepts hum ans). Farli concept 
node also has a constant -dot that defines the event type represented by the 
concept node. For exam ple, both of the m urder concept nodes have* the type 
"m urder" because they are activated by expressions that refer to murder.
All of the informal ion extraction  done by C 'IR C l S happens through concept 
nodes, so it is essential to have a concept node dictionary that provides good 
c overage of the domain. The l \lass/M  I '( '  i  system  [19] used a co n ce p t node 
dictionary for the terrorism  domain that was constructed by hand. Although 
the hand-(rafted dictionary performed w ell1 . vve estim ate that it requited ap­
proxim ately 15UU person-hours to build. Furtherm ore, creating concept nodes 
by hand required system developers who were experienced with C IR C l 'S. As a 
result. the F VI a ss /M F C -3  system was not portable across domains. To apply 
the system  to a new domain. I he entire knowledge engineering process had to 
be repeated.
' I he UM ass/M FC-3 »vste»m had the highest combines! recall and precision of all 
the M FC-3 systems [20].
-'i
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2 A u to m a te d  D ic tio n a ry  C o n s tru c tio n  U sin g  A u to S lo g
2.1 M otivation
Building a concept node dictionary by hand was tedious and time-consum ing, 
but in retrospect we realized that the process mainly involved looking Tor gaps 
in tlie dictionary and then creating definitions to fill those gaps. Looking back, 
most coticepl nodes were defined using tins four-step procedure:
(1) Itnn a  text through CIIK 'I S and identify information that should have 
been extracted  but whs nol (the ‘‘targeted” inform ation).
(2) Determine whether the ta rg eted  information was the subject of a clause, 
the direct o b ject, or a prepositional phrase.
(3) Determine which word in the sentence was the strongest indicator that 
the information should have been extracted . 1 >e this word as the trigger 
word for a concept node.
( I) C reate a concept node that is activated by the Lrigger word in the same 
im m ediate context, and ex tra cts  in fori nation from t he syntactic con­
stituent identified in step (2).
On the surface. Step (3) seems like the most difficult step to autom ate. How­
ever. in most cases I he (rigger word ran he reliably identified using simple 
linguistic rides. For exam ple, if the targeted information is ihe subject or di­
rect object of a verb, then the verb is usually an appropriate trigger word. If 
the targeted information is in a prepositional phrase, then a pp-al lachmeut 
algorithm can be used to  find the best trigger word. Simple rules also deter 
mine how much context should be included in Step (4). In general, the concept 
node should be activated b\ the same word in the sam e type of immediate 
linguistic context (e.g.. active or passive verb forms).
Based on these observations, we developed a system that uses linguistic rules 
to build concept node definit ions autom atically. 4 he advantages of autom at ing 
this process are {1 }  a snbstanlial reduction in the tim e required for knowledge 
engineering and (2) a dictionary that potentially provides better coverage or 
the domain. The next section describes the AutoSlog system  that au tom at­
ically creates concept node dictionaries using 111 i s approach. The following 
section presents the results of an experim ent with AutoSlog in the Ml ( ’ 4 
terrorism  domain.
t ;
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2.2 AuloSlog
i h v u t u t k x a i  R ito s tro r r
t i i i  U M i v m i r r n r  i r r u i
The irmin idea behind AutoSlog is that domain-independent linguistic rules 
ran hr used to  const met patterns for information extraction  autom atically. 
As input. AutoSlog needs exam ples or informal ion that should be extra*led , 





source I ex l
World Trade 
Cent er
CONC KPT NODE 
DEFINITION:






"TUe Wet'll Trade C~:n:~i 
was bombed bv terroriara . "
Sentence Analyzer
5: Wc-rl J Trade Center 
V: was bombed 
?P: bv terrorists
Fig. I. AutoSlog flowchart
s u  p l :  c;i n i u a t f  a n  a p p r o p r i  a t f  t r a i m n o  c o r p i s
I lie input to AutoSlog is a set o f answer keys or an annotated corpus in which 
the targeted information for each text has been labeled with sem antic tags. 
The only requirement imposed by AutoSlog is that onls noun phrases can be 
tagged. To illustrate. Figure 5 shows a sentence that has been annotated for 
the terrorism  domain: “ A P O I.IC F .M A N '’ has been Lagged  as an injury victim , 
t lie “ U R B A N  CM KR till.I ,a s ” have been lagged as llie perpet ra to rs  of llie attack , 
"'rill H I A ltD S  have been lagged a s  victim s, and " S A X  S A I.V A IX Jlt  has been 
tagged as the location of the attack .
For the experim ents described III this paper, we used ihe Ml. C-4 and Mt C- 
5 answer keys as input lo AutoSlog instead of an annotated corpus because 
they were available* and contain I be information that AutoSlog needs. How­
ever. they also contain information that AutoSlog does not need. In fact, 
AutoSlog did not use a lol oT llie information contained in the tem plates. An 
annotated corpus is sufficient for AutoSlog and much easier lo generate for a 
new application. Throughout this paper, we will refer to AutoSlog *s input a* 
a ‘train in g  corpus"* which could be an annotated corpus or a set of tests and 
associated answer keys.
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Fig. 5. Kxamplo te’xt annotations lor AutoSlog
For each targeted noun phrase in t I k * training corpus. AutoSlog identifies I lit* 
sentence from which il should be extracted . ( Jivc-n an annotated corpus. An 
toSlog cat I just grab I h r sentence in which llir noun phrase was lagged. (.liven a 
corpus of lexts and answer keys. AutoSlog must m ap the targeted information 
back to the original source text. In thi> case. AutoSlog makes the assumption 
that the first sentence containing the noun phrase is I lie one from which it 
should have been extracted . This assumption is based on the Tael lhal the 
M I C corpora consist mainly of newswire articles. Stylistically, news articles 
have the property that the most im portant information is usually reported  
first. Secondary information and delails are usually reported later. For exam ­
ple. an article about the assassination of a  m ayor probably mentions that the 
m ayor was assassinated before it provides delails ahoiil his political career  
and family.
(liven a targeted noun phrase and the sentence from which il should be ex ­
tracted . AutoSlog passes the sentence to C'IRCl S for syntactic analysis. C IR ­
C U S ’ syntactic analyzer generally assigns each noun phrase lo one of three 
syntactic categories: subject, direct object, or prepositional phrase. AutoSlog 
then identifies the syntactic category of the noun phrase.
S T K P  3: ID E N T IF Y  A T R K 1 C F R  W ORD FO R \ C O N CFP1 NODI'.
(iiven the syntactic category of the targeted noun phrase, a small set of heuris­
tics is used to identify a  trigger word. Intuitively, the trigger word should he 
the word that determines ihe conceptual role of the noun phrase (e.g .. whether 
someone is a victim <»r perpetrator). For exam ple, it is impossible to look at 
a n a m e  such as “’John Sm ith" and determ ine whether John Smith i^  a  viclim  
or a |»erpetrator. His role is defined by the surrounding con text. T he sentence 
"John Smith was killed" identifies John as a  victim , and the sentence ■‘John  
Smith killed a m an’ identifies John as a perpetrator. In both cases. I he verb
5
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'‘killed’" determ ines the conceptual role lhal John played in the event. Iii gen 
oral, we will refer lo this word as a ■‘conceptual anchor point." W ith respect 
to CIRC'I S. a conceptual anchor point is a trigger word lor a concept node.
Figure (i shows the s e t  of thirteen < one* p ln a l urn /tor poin t fn u n sH rs  used by 
AntoSlog. I he heuristics do two things: (a) they identify the conceptual anchor 
point (trigger word) for a concept node, and (b) they identify the surrounding 
context that the concept node needs to recognize. 1 lie first column of Figure G 
shows the general patterns recognized hy the h e u r i s t i c s ,  where the bracketed 
item identifies the syntactic category of the targeted noun phrase (subject, 
direct object, or prepositional phrase), The second column shows an exam ple  
or how each pattern might l>r instantiated by AnloSlog; the underlined word 
i ' the trigger word and the bracketed item shows tin’ conceptual role assigned 
to the extracted  information.
Linguistic P a tte rn E xam p le
< su b je ct>  a c t ive-verb  
< su b je c t>  passive-verb  
< s u b je r t>  verb infinitive 
< su b je ct>  au xiliary  noun
activ e -v e rb  < d ire c t-o b je c t> 
p assive-verb  < d ire c t-o b je c t>  
infinitive < d ire c t-o b je c t>  
verb  infinitive < d ire c t-o b je c t>  
gerund < d irect~ ob ject > 
noun au xiliary  < d ire c t-o b je c t>
noun prep  < n o u n -p h rase>  
activ e -v e rb  prep < n o u n -p h rase>  
passive-verb  prep < n o u n -p h rase>
<  p e r  per ra.t or > horn b<*< 1 
<victim > was murdered 
<perpotrator> attempted lo kill 
<victim > was victim
bombed < target > 
killed <victim >
*° kill <victim >  
threatened to attack <tartiet>  
killing <victim >  
fatality was < victim >
bomb against <tariiet>  
killed with cinstrum eat> 
was aimed at < tartiot >
I ig. li. AnloSlog heuristics and examples from the terrorism domain
The heuristics fall into three sets based on the syntactic’ category of the tar­
geted noun phrase. The first set of heuristics applies when the noun phrase is 
t lie subject of a clause. In I his case. I lie verb is used a.s t he 1 rigger word because 
the verb determ ines the conceptual role of the subject. Several different Verb 
forms are recognized. If the verb is in a passive construction, then the pattern  
must recognize passive verb forms. If the verb is ill an act ive const ruction, then 
the patient must recognize active verb forms. If an active verb is followed by 
an infinitive, then ihe infinitive is included in the pattern. For exam ple, given 
the sentence “he intended lo kill the president", tin pattern “< p erp etra to r>  
intended to kill" is more inform ative llian just “< p erp etra lo r>  intended." A 
special pattern handles the case where t h e  verb is an auxiliary V erb (i.e .. “lo 
be" or ulo have' ). These verbs do not convey much sem antic information on
9
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their own. so the head noun of the direct object is included in llie pattern. 
For exam ple, given llie sentence “John was the fifth f a t a l i t y t h e  pattern  
“< v id im >  was fatality’ is m ore informal ive Ilian “< v id irn >  w a s ."
The second set of heuristics applies when I fir targeted noim phrase is the 
diivrl object of a verb. In I his case, tlie verb is also used as tlie trigger word 
because I In* verb d e te r m in e *  (b e  conceptual role of llie object. I lie Verb is 
almost always in an active or infinitive con stru ction .'  There are a few special 
cases. If llie verb is Followed by an infinitive I hen l lie infinitive is included in 
the pal tern. If llie verb is an auxiliary verb, then the head noun of the subject 
is included in llie pattern . And one heuristic recognizes gerunds that take 
direct objects. For exam ple, given Ihe sentence “The FM I.X  has been accused  
of killing pea.sanls." and the targeted noun phrase “peasants", a  concept node 
would be generated for the pattern "‘killing < v ic lim > ."  which is aclivalrd  by 
the gerund form of “killing.'
The third sel of heuristics applies when I In’ targeted noun phrase is in a 
prepositional phrase. In this ca*e. a prepositional phrase attachm ent algorithm  
attaches ihe prepositional phrase Lo a noun or verb preceding it. The noun or 
verb chosen as tin1 attachm ent point is combined with the preposition to form 
the pal tern for a concepl node. 1 In most cases, ihe heuristics are  mutually 
exclusive so only one will fire for a given noun phrase. In ihe few cases where 
multiple rules apply, llie longesl pattern is selected.
2,3  Frotnpl t  s f iv i rt  I hr  Tn- ton>in D o m a i n
To illustrate how AutoSlog works, we will show a few exam ples of concepl node 
definitions created by AutoSlog for llie terrorism domain. I ignre 7 shows a 
sentence about a  bombing incident. The noun phrase “public buildings" has 
been tagged as the target of the bombing. C IR C l S analyzes 111is sentence and 
identifies the “public buildings as the subject of ihe firs I clause. Ill'" con­
cept nal anchor poinl heuristics recognize the < s u b j e c t >  p a s s iv e -v e rb  pal 
tern and produce >i concept node to recognize expressions such as “< la rg e t>  
w h s  bom bed." This concept node is ad ivaled  by passive forms of the verb 
“bombed . and extracts its subject as llie target of a bombing. This concept
• In principle, passive verbs should not have direct objects but we included this 
pattern because CIRCUS occasionally confused active and passive verb forms.
• The pp-aUaHinioiit algorithm used by AutoSlog is separate from CIRCUS. If the 
preposition is “of", “agalnsC, or “on", 1 hen the algorithm attaches the preposi­
tional phrase lo ihe most r<venl constituent. Olherwise, the algorithm attaches the 
prepositional phrase lo t he most recent verb or noun phrase bill skips over interven­
ing prepositional phrases. I his algorithm makes a lot of mistakes and was intended 
only a.s a simple attempt to handle pp-attarhmenl.
10
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node represents a useful pattern for Lhe terrorism  domain because it is likely 
to appear in many stories about bombings.
S en ten ce: In l.a Oroya, Junin department, in the central IVruvian mountain
range, public, buildings wore bombed and a car-bomb was detonated.
C O N C E P T  NODF.
N am e: t a rget -so biecl-passive- verb- bom bed
T rigger: bom bed
V ariable S lots: (target ( 's t  b i f .c t '  1})
C o n stra in ts : (cla.s  ^ PUYS-TARRF.T “ SI R IR r T * )
C o n stan t Slots: (type bombing)
Enabling C ondition s: (passive)
I ig. 7. Concept node definition for “< target>  was bombed
Figure’ S shows an exam ple of a eonrepl node that recognizes a  more com  
plicated expression. Given i l ie  noun pbrase “guerrillas- tagged as perpetra­
tors, C I R C U S  identifies tl ie  “guerrillas" a.s the subject of the first clause. The 
conceptual anchor point heuristics recognize the pattern < s u b j e e t >  v e r b  
in fin itiv e  and produce a concept node 111a l is activated by the expression 
"threatened to m urder.” This concept node is triggered by lhe word “m ur­
der bill has enabling conditions that require il to be preceded by the words 
“threatened lo .” When the concept node is activated, il ex tra cts  the subject 
as a  perpetrator. This concept node is also useful for lhe terrorism domain 
because il is likely lo appear in many lexis that describe death threats.
S en ten ce : The Salvadoran guerrilla-s lodav threatened to murder
individuals involved in Ifl March presidential elections if they do not resign
from 1 heir posts.
C O N C E P T  N O D E
N am e: perpetratoi^Mibjoct-verlvinfinitivi'-threa.teiiod-to-mtirder
T rigger: murder
V ariable S lots: (perpetrator ( " F f B J E C T ”  1))
C on st raints: (class P E R P E T R A T O R  'S I  R lF .c l"1)
C o n stan t S lots: ( t v |m> [><■ r pe 1 rator)
Enabling C ondition s: ((active))
(trigger-preceded-by  ’threatened to))
l ig. S. Concept node definition for “<perpet rator> threatened to murder
However. AutoSlog does not always generate concept nodes that represent use­
ful expressions. Figure 9 shows a concept node produced by AutoSlog that rec­
ognizes expressions of the form “took < Y > . ” AutoSlog identified lhe targeted  
noun phrase. “G ilberto Molasco . as the direct object of the first c lause and 
constructed a concept node that is Iriggered by lhe verb “took atul extracts
11
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its direct object as a kidnapping victim . This concept node works correctly in 
the sentence il was given: (iilberlo  Molasco was indeed a kidnapping victim . 
But the expression "look > "  does itol always apply I" kidnappings. The 
wor<l “look commonly appears in many contexts. For exam ple, one can lake 
a friend lo the movies or lake a child to school.
S en ten ce: They look 2-year-old Gilborto Molasco. son of Patricio 
liodriftitez, and 17-year-old Andies Argueta. son of Kmimesto Argueta.
C O N C E P T  N O D E
No m e: victim- act ive ver b-dobj took
T rigger: took
V ariable Slots: (v ictim  (*  DIIIEOT- O B J E CT * 1))
C o n stra in ts : (class V ICT IM  x D IR EO T-O B  IFIf'T “ )
C o n stan t S lots: (type kidnapping)
Enabling C on dition s: (active )
I ig. 9. Co nor pi node definition for "took <victim >"
Figure 10 shows another exam ple of a concept node lhal represents an unre­
liable pattern . AnloSlog found I he targeted noun phrase “machineguns** in a 
prepositional phrase and the pp-a.lt achmetit algorithm incorrectly at I ached it 
to the noun “priesls." File resulting concept node is activated by the pattern  
“priests with < X > ” and extracts  X as a weapon. I his pattern is not likely 
to be reliable because priests aren't usually associated with weapons. If the 
pp-at ta< litnenl algorithm  had correct ly all aelied the machineguns to I he word 
“killing*', then AntoSlog would have produced a b elter concept node that rec­
ognized the pattern  “killing with < weapon> ."
S en ten ce: Ambassador William Walker, if you still have any shame, tell the 
world and answer this question: if the armed forces general stall'did not kill 
the jesuit priests, how could the murderers as this international 
dispatch says -  remain in the residence for I hour after tlie heavy shooting, 
after killing the priest,s with niarhinognns in tripods, as the cable says?
C O N C E P T  N O D E  
N am e:
T rigger:
V ariable S lots: 
C o n stra in ts : 
C o n stan t S lots:
instrument-pp-noun-priestf-wtth
priests
(instrum ent ( * p r e p  P ltR A SE* (pp-check w ith )) )  
(class W EAPO N * P R F.P-PII R A RE*}
(type weapon)
Enabling C ondition s: (noun-triggered)
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R esu lts  f o r  Hit T error ism  D om ain
To evaluate AutoSlog. we (rented a concept node dictionary for the M UC- 
•I terrorism  domain using AutoSlog and compared it with t lit* hand-crafted  
dictionary used in MI C - 1 .4 We used 772 relevant texts from the MUC-4 de­
velopment corpus and llieir answer keys as the I raining corpus. The targeled  
noun phrases cam e from six of the M UC-4 tem plate slots tlial corresponded 
to human targets, physical targets, perpetrators, ami weapons. These* six in­
formation types, shown in Figure 11. were selected because* the answer keys 
contained strings that could be easily mapped back to the source* text.
Inform ation  T yp e Exam p le
human Innjft di script ion ■‘a security guard"
human target nam t "llicardo Castcllar"
instrum ent id “car- bomb"
ptrpeirator individual “a group of subversives"
jn n  h ta il nr on/nuizfilton “the FMLN”
physical Snnjr t id “car dealership"
I ig. 11. Targeted information for the terrorism domain
The 772 texts  contained 4780 tagged noun phrases of these s i x  t y p e s ,  which 
were given lo AutoSlog as input along with the original source t e x t s .   ^ In re­
sponse to these 478(1 noun phrases. AuloSlog generated 12-17 unique concept 
node definitions. AutoSlog does not necessarily generate a concept node for 
every input. For exam ple, sometimes none of lhe heuristics applj or CIRC U S  
produces a faulty sentence analysis. Also. AutoSlog does not generate du­
plicate definitions. For exam ple, many texts contain expressions of the form 
■*\ was kidnapped" so AutoSlog will propose I his pat tern many t imes in re 
spouse to different inputs. AutoSlog keeps track (if the number of times earh  
concept node i> proposed, but will not generate lhe same definition twice. 
Figure 12 shows the p a t t e r n s  of Lhe fifteen concept nodes that were proposed 
most frequently by AutoSlog. For exam ple, AutoSlog proposed a concept node 
to recognize the pattern “< v iclim >  was kidnapped- 46 limes.
1 In fax'i , this was a. slightly improved version of thi* hand-r rafted dictionary used in 
MUC-3. Wo augmented the1 hand-crafted dictionary with 70 concept nodes created 
by MitoSlog before the final MUC-4 evaluation, which improved the performance 
of the I M ass/M  I ' ( ‘ 4 system by tilling gaps in its coverage. Without those addi­
tional concept nodes, lhe AutoSlog dictionary would likely have shown even better 
performance relative to the MUC-4 dictionary.
'  Many of t he template slots contained several possible references to the same ohject 
( “disjunct?"). any one of which was a legitimate answer. In this case, AutoSlog 
identified the first sentence that contained any of the references,
13
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Linguistic P a tte rn N u m b er o f T im es P roposed
< victim>  was killed 121
murder of <vietim> ] 1.1
assassination of <victim > 95
<virtim > was wounded 50
<victim > was kidnapped I!)
<\ve»pon> exploded IS
killed <victim > 12
death of <victltn> 10
murdered < victim> :ir>
<victim > died 35
<victim > was murdered :U
< per pel ralor> attacked 32
<victim > was injured ■>9
<victim > was assassinated 29
kidnapped <victim > 2.9
I i&. 12. FrequentIv propose*! patterns for terrorism
As we men! ion*'*l in llie previous section. AutoSlog generates many useful 
concept nodes l> iit  i t  also generates many unreliable concepl nodes, 1  hen-fore 
we put a  human in I lie loop to  weed out I lie unreliable definitions. We de­
veloped (i simple user interface lhat displays tlie pattern associated with each 
concept node lo a user and asks whether the concept node should be accepted  
or rejected. Tlie concepl nodes rejected by I be user are thrown away, and the 
concept nodes accepted by llie user are retained For the final dictionary.
The process of manually filtering the dictionary is very fast and does not 
require any knowledge of C IR C l S or natural language p r o c e s s in g .  For this 
experim ent, a second year graduate student with some knowledge of C Hi CL'S 
and X L P  manually filtered the terrorism  dictionary. Ii took him 5 hours to 
review all 12-37 concepl node definitions and he accepted 4 50  of I hem for the 
final dictionary. Figure 13 shows the distribution by types. The first column 
shows the num ber of concept nodes proposed by AutoSlog. arid the second 
column shows the num ber of concept node accepted by the user (e .g ., the 
user accepted :}4 of tin' 191 human target description concept nodes). Overall. 
3(i'7r of the concept nodes proposed by AutoSlog were accepted for the final 
dictionary.
Finally, we com pared ihe dictionary creatrd  by AutoSlog with ihe hand 
crafted dictionary. We took i lit* official F M hss/M U C -4 system , removed llie 
hand-crafted dictionary, and replaced it with the AutoSlog dictionary. The 
two information extraction  system s were therefore identical except lhal they 
used different concept node dictionaries.* We them scored tin; official M IC  4
Wc also added four manually const ructed concept node deli nit Ions to t he AutoSlog 
dictionary because they wore important for discourse analysis. These special concept
14
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C N  T ype # C N s
P roposed
# C N s
K ept
human large I description 191 m
human target name \(M 5 1
instrument id \2<) D3
prrjM trator individual m 102
pi rj» Ira lo r organization 165 31
physim i taiyt t id 2SD 13!)
101 At. 1237 150
Fig. 13. Acceptance rales lor the terrorism dictionary
system (with I lie h an d crafted  dictionary} >»n<] I lie AntoSlog version using ihe 
M C C -l storing program [27]. T he results appear in Figure H .
S y s te m /T e s t  Set Recall Precision F -m easu re
MUC--I/TST3 16 56 50.51
AutoSlon/ I S 13 13 56 IS.65
M U C - I / I S N 11 ■IS 11.90
A m oSlog/TSri 39 (5 11.70
lip;. I I. Comparative results
Tile MI C’- I scoring program generated recall and precision scores as well as 
an f-measure score. Recall measures the percentage of correct in format ion tlial 
was extracted  by the system ; intuitively, how much of ihe desired information 
the system found. Precision m easures the percentage of information that I lie 
system extracted  which was actually correct: ini nil ively.how often the system  
was correct when i! extracted  something. The f-measure combines both recall 
and precision, in this case with equal weighting.
Roth system s were evaluated on two blind test sets of 100 texts each, 1 ST3 
and T S T 4. Figure 14 'hows that the AntoSlog dictionary achieved perfor­
m ance com parable to I he hand-rrafled dictionary. On IS  I -J. the AntoSlog 
dictionary achieved 96.-3<X of the performance of the hand-crafted dictionary, 
com paring f-measures. On T S T 1. the f measures were almost indistinguish­
able. with tlie AntoSlog dictionary achieving 99 .7CX of the perform ance of the 
hand-crafted dictionary. The hand-crafted dictionary achieved higher recall 
than the \ntoSlog dictionary on T ST  I. but the* AntoSlog dictionary achieved 
higher prec ision.
Overall, t he* dictionary created by AnloSlog ac hieved ‘JS^ of the performance 
of a dictionary that was built manually, with substantially less tim e required 
for knowledge engineering. Although ihe hand-eraftcd dictionary required ap­
proxim ately 1500 person-hours lo build. Ihe AnloSlog dictionary required only
nodes were nol used to extract information, but only to identify texlual cues for 
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5 person-hours for filtering plus llie lime required to generate* tlie training 
co rp u s.' Furtherm ore, building a concept node dictionary by hand requires 
experienced system  developers, bill no experience is required to filter dictio­
naries produced by AuloSlog. We will present empirical results to support this 
claim in Section 1.
3 M o v in g  A u to S lo g  to  N ew  D o m a in s
The previous experiim*nl showed I lint a concept node dictionary produced 
by AuloSlog performed well in ihe terrorism domain. However, we wanted lo 
know whether AuloSlog could produce effective dictionaries for ol her domains 
a* well, so we generated concept node dictionaries for two additional domains: 
a business-oriented domain of joinl venture activit ies. jtnd a technical domain, 
m icroelectronics. We chose these domains because they were the focus of the 
M l ( ’-5 evaluation and we had access lo large training corpora of texts and an 
swer keys. The domains also represent very different topics, and were therefore 
a good lest bed for evaluating the generality of AuloSlog.
Because we participated iu Ml C-5 as part oT the N LP group at llie I niver- 
sitv of M assachusetts, the dictionaries produced by AutoSlog were used by 
the F M a s s /M l’C 5 system . AuloSlog'* heuristics are domain independent so 
porting AutoSlog to the new domains was easy. However, we needed \utoSlog 
to generate the best dictionaries that it possibly could. Therefore, our pur­
poses were twofold: (1) to determ ine whether the domain-independent heuris­
tics could produce effective concepl nodes for different domains, and (2) to 
determ ine whether th e  heuristics (or possibly ihe whole approach) needed lo 
be modified. W e were fully prepared to make significant ch a n g es  to AutoSlog 
if we felt I hat the original heuristics were not adequate. In the next section, 
we discuss improvements to AutoSlog for these new domains.
J .  I fm p w r r m m J s  (tinI M od ifica tion s to  AntoHioy
Our strategy wa< to apply AutoSlog to the new domains, review the result­
ing concept node definitions, and make change's to AuloSlog as needed. In 
the enel. we were pleasantly surprised lo find that the original set of heuris
' the answer keys used in this experiment contained a lot of information that 
AutoSlog did not use, so sve cannot estimate the time required to generate an 
appropriate training corpus based on the time ii took to generate the answer keys. 
However, preliminary experiments showed that a user can annotate 160 lexis in 
about * hours.
1G
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tics performed well and required few modifications. However, we added a few 
capabilities lo AnloSlog to improve its perform an tv .
We marie only three changes to ilie heuristics Two of these changes were mi­
nor. I>ut one t o  more significant. F irst, the passive-verb < d irec t-o b ject>  
pattern was dropped. This heuristic was used in the terrorism  system  only be­
m use early versions oT CIR C U S had trouble distinguishing active and passive 
verb forms. In principle, this heuristic should never have fired unless CIR C U S  
m ade a mistake. Second, a new pattern was added: infin itive preposition  
< u ou n -p h rase> . I his heuristic represents pal terns such as “lo collaborate  
on a project. We simply hat In t seen this pattern in the terrorism  domain, 
probably because terrorist events are usually reported in the past tense. Joint 
venture activities, however, are often reported in the future tense.
The third, m ore significant change was another new pattern : < su b ject>  
verb d irect-ob ject. which represents expressions such as ‘‘Toyota ant I Nissan 
formed a joint venture,” This pattern reflects an im portant difference between 
the language typically used to describe terrorist events and the language used 
to describe joint ventures. Verbs usually carry the sem antics associated with 
terrorist events. For exam ple, the words “bombed, “m urdered". and “kid­
napped". commonly describe terrorist events. However, nouns typically carry  
the sem antics associated with joint ventures while the verbs are relatively 
weak. For exam ple, common expressions are: **X and V formed a joint ven­
tu re". “X Agreed lo a tie-up with " , or “X signed an Agreement wilh V. The 
verbs (formed, agreed, and signed) are not specific to joint ventures; the nouns 
(venture, (ie-up. agreement I are the words most strongly associated wilh joint 
ventures.
The original < su b jec t>  active-verb  heuristic would have proposed con­
cept nodes I cj recognize expressions such as “X formed . UX agreed’ , and “X 
signed." These patterns are too general and will extract a lot of irrelevant 
information. Therefore, we added the new < su b je c t>  verb d irect-ob ject  
heuristic to include the direct ob ject a> part of th e  pal tern. If a direct object 
i> present, then this heuristic takes precedence over the original one anti a 
concept node is generated using both lhe verb anti the head noun of ils di- 
red  object. If a direct object is not present, llien AutoSlog fa lls  back on the 
original heuristic. The new pattern produced many iistTuI concept nodes Tor 
the joint ventures domain, including expressions such as “X formed venture ". 
“ X completed acquisition", anti “X signed agreem ent.” The modified set of 
AutoSlog heuristics appears in Figure I-1}.
A few other modification* were made as well. 1 u the joint ventures domain, 
particles play an im portant role in rnanv expressions, such as “set up ven­
tu re". “linked up w ith". and “carryin gou t study. Hie heuristics that include 
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Linguistic P a tte rn E xam p le
< su b je c t>  passive-verb  
<su b jeet.>  activ e -v e rb  
< su b je ct>  verb  d ire c t-o b je ct  
< su b je c t>  verb  infinitive 
< su b je c t>  au xiliary  noun
a ctiv e-v erb  < d ire c t-o b je c t>  
infinitive < d ire c t-o b je c t>  
v erb  infinitive < d ire c t-o b je c t>  
gerund < d ire c t-o b je c t>  
noun au xiliary  < d ire c t-o b je c t>
noun prep < n o u n -p h rase>  
activ e -v e rb  prep < nou n -p hrase>  
passive-verb  prep < n o u n -p h rase>  
infinitive prep < n o u n -p h rase>
<entitv> was formed 
<entiiv> linked 
<entity> completed acquisition 
<enlity> agreed to form 
<enlity> is conglomerate
acquire <ontity>  
lo acquire <entity>  
agreed to establish <ontitv>  
producing <product-servirc*> 
partner is <entity>
partm rsliip between <entity>  
bin- into <entity>  
was signed between <entity>  
to collaborate on <  p rod u c t - so r v i r.e >
Fig. 1 AntoSlog heuristics and examples from the joint ventures domain
lowing tin- verb, For exam ple. given ihe sentence “com pany X was set up ...
t Ik* < s u b je c t>  p a ss iv e -v e rb  heuristic furs t^ncl finds the particle “tip" 
following llie verb “sel." Tlie resulting concept node represents ilte pa.tl.em 
■*<enlily> was sel u p ", which is more appropriate than just '*<enhl v >  was 
set." Particle recognition would have been nsrTiil in the terrorism domain as 
well for expressions such as “blew up", “blown up", mid “carried out . but llie 
I. M ass/M U C -1 system used a hand crafted phrasal lexicon to identify these 
expressions. In retrospect. AntoSlog could have autom atically created concept 
nodes to rec ognize many of ihe expressions I hat were manually encoded in the 
terrorism  phrasal lexicon.
Another improvement to AntoSlog involved objects with com putable values. 
For exam ple, ownership percentages and m onetary values are prevalent in the 
joinl ventures domain. The original version of AntoSlog produced concept 
nodes tliai recognized overly specific- patterns, such as “< e u tily >  controls 
•r)l'/[~ . and “<c*nlity> invested SoOOOOOOO." To address lliis problem, we m od­
ified AnloSlog so that concept nodes can be triggered by general types of 
objects (e.g ., percentages and m onetary figures), l or exam ple, given the sen­
tence “IBM  controls 51’X ...” . the < s u b je c t>  verb direct-object. heuristic 
fires and recognizes that the head noun of the direct object is a percentage. 
AntoSlog then proposes a concept node that is activated by all expressions 
of the form “< e n !ity >  controls P F R C I A T A f iK . "  The I M ass/M l C-4 system  
contained specialist functions to recognize percentages and m onetary values, 
which were used to ident ify t liese object s.
For tlie sake of com pleteness, we will briefly mention a few other changes. 
We replaced I lie original pp-altachm ent algorithm with a frequency-based pp-
1S
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attachm ent algorithm  (see J;$1] Tor details). We divided the heuristics involving 
auxiliary verbs (< s u b je c t>  a u x ilia ry  noun and noun a u x ilia ry  cd ire c t-  
o b je ct> ) into separate heuristics that distinguish between Ihe verbs *io he 
and “!<> have." And we modified AutoSlog lo  skip over clauses that contain 
com m unication verbs, such a s  "said", "‘reported’* and “announced1*, since they 
merely indicate that something is being reported. Finally, we added a m or­
phology component that autom atically generates morphological variants of 
proposed patterns. For exam ple, if AutoSlog generates a concept node I rig- 
gered bv a singular noun then a new concept node is generated dynamically  
for the same pattern with ihe plural noun. All morphological variants were 
presented to llie user for manual filtering.*
These changes were all general improvement* llial would have- applied to the 
terrorism  domain as well. The only modification made to AutoSlog that ap­
pears to  be domain-specilic i s  the addition of the < su b je c t>  verb d irect- 
object pattern . In the next I wo s e c t i o n s ,  we describe the dictionaries gener­
ated for t lie joint ventures and m icroelectronics domains.
J . J  fir  su its f o r  thr J o in t  \'rriluirs D om ain
The joint ventures information extraction task revolves around cooperative  
agreem ents b etw m i multiple partners, usually to jointly produce a product 
or service. Figure 1G shows the eight types of information for which concept 
n o d e s  were generated. The most important information corresponds to the 
names c>T the entities involved iu llie join I venture: relevant entities call be 
com panies, people, or governments. Other relevant information includes fa 
cililies. products, services, and people associated with a joint venture, the 
ownership percentage oT eulities. and several m onetary values.
These types of information cannot be identified without context! Many com ­
pany names can be recognized simply hy looking for abbreviations such as 
Corp. or Inc.. Rut we only want lu extracl the names of companies lhal are 
involved in ajo iu l venture. Therefore, simply looking for patterns such as “X  
Corp.' or “X Inc." will likely produce many false hits by extractin g  companies 
that have nothing to do with a joinl venture. Similarly, m onetary figures and 
percentages can be easily recognized but we only wanl lo exlraet them if they 
are associated with ajo iu l venture.
- I his component was not necessary for the terrorism domain because the 
UM ass/M lj( -I system contained a morphological analyzer so each concept node 
was automatical!) triggered by all morphological variants. I he U M ass/M tlC-5sys­
tem did not contain a morphological analyzer, however, so separate concept nodes 
had to be created for narh variant.
10
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In form ation  T yp e E xam p le
t utiti) narne •‘Toyota Molor Corp.”
fac ility  nnim “Beijing jeep plant”
oii'n( rship percent -.st T '
nil'll f rshijt total capitalization ■*$40,000,000"
person name “Paul Phillips"
pnniurt/st ruin “ V2500 jet engine”
rrrem tf rate "880>000,000 per year"
it in n hi total “ $80,000,000'’
l ig. 16. Targeted information for the joinl ventures domain
Figure 17 shows a concept node generated I n  AutoSlog for I Ik* jo in l venture's 
domain. Given (lie targeted noun phrase “Berliner B an k ". AutoSlog identified 
the Wank as the subject of the first clause. The new < su b ject>  verb direct- 
object heuristic kicked in and produced a concept node that is activated by 
t he expression “< X >  formed v«‘uture‘’ and extra cts  X as a joinl venture entity  
(i.e .. partner). This concept node represents a  reliable pattern associated with 
joinl ventures.
S en ten ce : Berliner Bank last year formed a joint venture with K F T O C  to
channel investment into medium-sized Gorman companies.
C O N C E P T  N O D E
N am e: jv-entity-sn bjoct-verb-and-dobj-formed-vent uro
T rigger: venture
V ariable S lots: (name ( 's i  b i i x t * 1))
C o n stra in ts : (class JV-BNTITV ‘ si HJI'.CT')
C o n stan t S lots: (type jv-entity subtype company
relationship jv-parent)
Enabling C ondition s: (dobj-preceded-by-verb formed ’venluro)
Fig. 17. Concept node definition for “<cntity> formed venture”
As in the terrorism  domain, not all of the concept nodes generated by Au­
toSlog were useful. Figure 18 shows *  bizarre concept node produced by Au­
toSlog. The targeted noun phrase. ICI, was identified as the subject of lhe 
verb “thrown." The new < su b jec t>  verb d irect-ob ject heuristic kicked in 
and generated a concept node that recognizes lhe pattern “< e n tity >  thrown 
h at.” The m etaphorical expression “thrown its hat into the ring" is not usually 
associated with joint ventures, so this concept node was rejected.
As input. AutoSlog was given 924 relevant lexis from the MI C 5 joint ven 
lures corf>us that contained 10.084 targeted noun phrases. The overwhelming 
m ajority represented entities (m ostly companies) and products or services as­
sociated with them . Figure lit shows statist icx for the joint ventures dictionary. 
The lirst column shows lhe number of targeted noun phrases. The second col 
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S en ten ce : In addition to Japanese. Taiwanese and South Korean firms, l('l
lias thrown its hat into the rinj* with 350000 ton ay ear 1*1 A plants in 1'aiwan
and Thailand.
C O N C E P T  N O D E
Name: jv-enlity-subjoet-verlvafid-dobj-ihrown-liat
T rigger: li at
V ariable Slots: (entily ( “SUBIRfT” 1))
C o n stra in ts : (class jv-r.XTiTY “si bii c:t ' )
C o n stan t S lots: (type jv-entily subtype company
relationship jv-parent)
Enabling C onditions : (dobj-preceded-by-verb ‘thrown ’hat)
I ig. 18. Concept node definition for “<cntity> thrown hat''
column shows the num ber of concept nodes that were accepted by the user. 
And I lie fourth column shows the total number of concept nodes accepted for 
tlie filial dictionary, including tlie ones generated by the morphology module. 
When a concept node was accepted, morphological variants of ihe pattern  
were’ generaled dynam ically and t h e  user was asked whether any of tin* vari­
a n t ' should be accepted as well. For exam ple, if the user accepled the pattern  
"X formed venture” . then new concept n u d e s  were created for the patterns i“X  
form v e n t u r e ” . “X forms venture". “X forming venture” , and “X formed ven­
tures." On average. 1.7 morphological variants were accepted for each original 
concept node.
CN  T yp e # N P s # C N s
P rop osed
# C N s
Kept
# C N s  K ep t 
w /M o rp h ,  
V ariants
entity m o 1562 527 15711
facility f)7 m 20 3 *
ownership percent 81 1 ! 7 1 !Kt 184
ownership lota! capitalization 139 25 M IjS
person 55 1 213 119 355
product/service 1206 1031 i:is -71
revenue rate 50 l'| 14 ■12
revenue total 1-5 :1D 22 57
TOTAL 10,681 3167 91 1 2515
I ig. 1{I. AntoSlog dictionary statistics for joint ventures
The human-in-tlie-loop look 211 hours to review the 4167 concept nodes pro­
posed bv AnloSlog {th e human in the loop for lliis experim ent was ihe ail 
thor). This is substantially more lime than it look to  review I lie terrorism  
definitions (5 hours). Tlie increased lim e is due to two fac tors. F irst. AntoSlog 
proposed 2.6 times as many definitions Tor ihe joint ventures domain (31(>7) 
as for the terrorism domain (1247).  primarily because AntoSlog received 2.2 
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Second. a lot <>T the increased filtering tim e is due lo the overhead associated  
with ihe morphology module, which substantially increased the number of 
definitions displayed to the user. Consequently. Ihr filtering processes for the 
joint ventures and terrorism  dictionaries were nol directly com parable.
Evaluating ihe joint ventures Hictiouary i> difficult because we did nol have
H. hand-crafted dictionary with vvhi« 1 ■ lo com pare it. and building one by 
hand is expensive. Alternatively, we could com pare the I M ass/M  I C-f> results 
with the F  M ass/M  F C -4  results and infer tlial lh<’ new dictionary performs 
well if we obtain similar results. However, this is not a valid comparison be­
cause 1 he Ml, C-4 anil M l  C-5 system s were almost completely different. T h e  
U M ass/M F C -5  system used a different part-of-speech I agger, noun phrase 
brackeler. word sense disambiguation module, and discourse analyzer. The 
only common component was the sentence analyzer. OIKCI S.
The I M ass/M F C -5  system  achieved scores of 20% recall and 54% precision 
(f m easure =  35.18) for the joint ventures domain. Therefore we can infer a 
lower bound on ihe p er fo r m a n c e  of the AutoSlog dictionary: it was able lo 
extract at least 26% of tlie desired information. * However, we believe that ihe 
dictionary actually performed much b etter than these numbers would suggest. 
In the next section, we describe a small experim ent in which we manually 
inspected 25 random texts and found I hat CIRC U S actually achieved OS/? 
fee all oil those text*.
Linguistic P a tte rn T im es P rop osed
venture w ith < en titv> 230
agr<*einent w ith  < en tity> 5-1
venture between < ontity> 51
< e n tily > fom iw l venture At,
was owned by < entitv> :Y.)
<<■111 i t y > agreed ss
<cnt.ity> set up venture 37
<en!it,V> was capitalized 35
subsid iary o f < rn tity>
< entity>  signed agreement 31
unit of < en tity> 34
PERCENTAGE by < entity> 29
< entity>  agreed to form 21
l ifj. 20. Frequently proposed joint venture patterns
AutoSlog clearly created many patterns thal were appropriate for the joint 
Ventures domain and C IR C l S appeared to be doing a good job uf extractin g  
most of Ihe relevant information. Figure 21) shows the concepl nodes most
Th is should be interpreted with respect la the rurrenl state-of-the-art in infor­
mation extraction. Ihe best information extraction systems at MFC-1 obtained 
roughly 50-60% recall using hand-crafted dictionaries.
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frequently proposed by AnloSlog. As might be expected, many frequent pal 
terns include the word “venture . “agreement . or “agreed. Oilier relevant 
pattern* represent expressions having to do with ownership, capitalisation, or 
percentages. As Figure 19 indicated. » user ultim ately accepted 944 of lhe 
original concept n o d e s  us being good extraction  pattern s, plus an additional 
I o il morphological variants of I hose pat t<*ms. Therefore a human judged that 
944 of AutoSlog *> delinit ions were desirable c\t rac| ion pat Ierris. plus over 1500 
morphological variants. In the end. the filtered joinl ventures dictionary was 
substantially bigger than the terrorism dictionary and presumably provided 
better coverage as a result.
3 lit  .''tills fo r  Iht M iv r o v U d r o ii ic s  D o m a in
The m icroelectronics information extraction  task was concerned wilh infor­
mation about four m icroelectronics processes: layering, lithography, cl citing, 
and packaging. To be relevant, a specific company or research group had lo 
be associated with one of these process type's. Figure 21 s h o w s  the twelve in­
formation types for which concept nodes were generated.
In fo rm a tio n  T y p e E x a m p le
bonding type LASER-BONDING
(h rirt fimrilWI Mtcuorrsorr.spoR
device size fi-l MBIT
dt t'ire s/i tnl 70 MUZ
r nitty name “Material Research Corp."
equipment name “ Precision 8000"
equipment type CVU-SYSTEM
fihn type SILtCON-DIOXIDE
gremulartty size 1.1 M WIDTH 0 .25MI
rn rile rial typi CERA MtC
pin count itUK
pvor t ss type CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
Fig. 23. Targeted information for microelectronics
The m icroelectronics ta-sk was fundamentally dilFerenl from the terrorism  and 
joinl ventures tasks because lhe information to be extracted  was delimited in 
advance, l  he M FC-!) guidelines contained a finite list of the legitim ate values 
for 10 of lhe 12 informal ton types. For exam ple, lhe guidelines listed all of 
I he legiiim aie bonding types. In a  few rases, lhe guidelines listed units (e.g.. 
MBIT and Mil/) for which numbers had lo be extracted  (e.g .. device size and 
speed). Words or phrases that did not m atch otic* of the predefined values did 
not have lo be extracted . In contrast, arbitrary values needed lo be extracted  
for the terrorism and joint veniures domains, so the sei of legitim ate values
23
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could not be predeterm ined. Only two information types could lake arbitrary  
strings in the m icroelectronics domain: entity nam es and equipment names.
F ig u r e  22 shows a good concept node produced by AntoSlog to  extract en­
tities. ‘‘ Fujitsu Laboratories’' was given to AntoSlog a-s input and C IR C F S  
identified il as ihe subject of the first clause. The < su b je c t>  verb direct- 
object heuristic fired and produced a  concept node that recognizes tlie pattern  
•'<entily> developed technology." This patlern is not specific In m icroelec­
tronics and could extract companies I lint develop other types of ledmology. 
Rut this pattern will appear in many tex ts  describing m icroelectronics tech ­
nology. so il should be retained or a lot of relevant information will be missed.
S en ten ce : F ujitsu  L a b o ra to ries  h as d evelop ed  a  tec h n o lo g y  to  se lec tiv e ly
form  a tw o -d im en sio n a l e lectron  g a s  layer on lo p  o f  an e lec tro n  d o n o r  layer.
C O N C E P T  N O D E
N am e: m e-en tity -su b  ject v etb -a n d -d o b j-d ev o lo p ed  tech n o logy
T rig ger: tech n o lo g y
V ariable S lots: (nam e ( xst B JR C T " 1))
C o n stra in ts : (class MF.-ENTITY *St B JE C T ” )
C o n stan t Slots: ( ty p e  m o-e.ntity su b ty p e  co m p a n y
re la tio n sh ip  d ev elo p er)
Enabling C ondition s (d o b j-p reced ed -b y -v erb  ‘d evelop ed  ‘tech n o lo g y  ]
Fiji,. 2 2 . C on cep t n o d e  d efin itio n  for “< e n t i t y >  d evelop ed  tec h n o lo g y ”
Figure 23 shows a  concept node produced by \ntoSlog to extract m icroelec­
tronics processes, such as layering and lithography. In the given sentence, the 
targeted noun phrase is "M B F .” (m olecular beam ep itaxy). AntoSlog identi­
fied “M H F” as the direct object of the verb "‘using ’ and created a concept 
node for I he pattern “using < \ > ."  Although this pattern ex tracts  a relevant 
p r o c e s s  in |his particular sentence. unsing- is a general verb that appears in a 
wide variety of contexts. There is a balance that must be maintained between 
generality and specificity. Overly general patterns will swamp the discourse 
analyzer with irrelevant information and merely shift the burden of identi­
fying relevant information lo later stages of processing. This concept node 
is therefore not particularly useful because it is likely to extract a lot more 
irrelevant than relevant information.
We applied AnloSlog lo 787 relevant m icroelectronics texts from the M FC -5  
co rp u s.,M Figure 24 shows the ten concept nodes that were proposed most 
frequently by AntoSlog. The patients are not a s  specific a s  those for the joint
1,1 O n e o f  th e se  1ex ts  w as c lassified  a.s relevant w hen w e did th ose  ex p er im en ts  blit 
w as reclassified  a s irre levan t by th e  M F C -5  organ izers b efore The final ev a lu a tio n .  
T h erefore th e  M F C -5  n iicro efec tto n ics  corp u s officially c o n ta in s  7*(i relevant te x ts .
24
Fig. 23. Concept node definition for ■‘using < process> ”
ventures domain, but most of them an* likely lo extract coin panics or equip­
ment associated with m icroelecttonics processes. However. AuloSlog did not 
produce many concept nodes thal were useful for exh acliu g  the oilier lO lypes 
of in form at ion (called llie .si t-fill types). Most of 1 lie concept nodes represented 
patterns that were loo general and would have extracted  ati overwhelming 
anionnI of irrelevant information. This is because the words and phrases as­
sociated with m icroelectronics art' almost exclusively noun phrases that are 
unambiguous and self-contained. For exam ple, m icroelectronics processes in­
clude “physical vapor deposition" and “chem ical vapor deposition (C Y D ). 
equipment types include “stepper system s’* and ‘"CY D system s’", and device 
functions include “m icroprocessor. '
L in g u i s t i c  P a t t e r n N u m b e r  o f  T i m e s  P r o p o s e d
agreement with <entity> 1*
researchers.il <entity> 17
order from <entit v> \\
manager at <entity> 14
includes <equiprnent-namc> 13
<cntity> developed technology 12
was developed by <entity> 12
order for < equipment-r»a.me> 11
introduced < equipment name> 11
include < entity> IU
l ip,. 21. Frequently proposed patterns lor microelectronics
A» we noted earlier, informal ion associated with terrorism  and joint ventures 
cannot he identified without context. It is not possible lo look solely at a 
person's nam e and determine whether thal person is a perpetrator or victim . 
Similarly, il is nol possible to look only al a com pany's name and determ ine 
whether it is involved in a  joint venture. Verbs (e.g.. “was killed"), verb phrases 
(e .g .. “formed venture"), and verb notninalizatioris (e .g .. “assassination of") 
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is possib le to  look for specific m icroelectron ics term s independent o f  con tex t .  
I lie phrase “chem ical vapor deposition" m eans essentia lly  the sa m e tiling  
in almost any Context. Furthermore, t in1 set of  technical term s specific Io 
mic roelectronics is relatively small and finite (essentia lly  a closed ( lass), In 
contrast, the sets o f  potentia l perpetrators and joint venture com panies  are 
infinitely large. As a result, contextual patterns are essential for extract in g  
m os| terrorism and joint ventures information but keywords rind phrases are 
sufficient for recognizing m icroelectronics terms.
Figure 25 shows I he num ber o f  concept nodes proposed by A ntoSlog  for each  
information type, th e  num ber o f  concept nodes accepted  during manual filter­
ing. and the total num ber o f  concept n o d es in the final dictionary, including  
those generated by the morphology com pon en t.  As Figure 2.r> shows, w e did 
not filter the set-fill concept nodes. 11 Tnsiead. we added a keyword recognizer  
to extract the m icroelectronics terminology. The keyword recognizer was c o m ­
bined with the concept nodes lo  capture role relation! m  >s associated  with ihe  
m icroelectronics t e r m s . 1" The set till concept nodes were all loaded in lo  tlie  
system  but information extracted  by them  was filtered by (lie keyword recog­
nizer.
C N  T y p e # C N s
P r o p o s e d
# C N s
K e p t
^ C N s  K e p t  w i t h  
M o r p h .  V a r i a n t s
e n t i t y  n a m e !)71 151 1 115
e q u ip m e n t  n a m e m 20!)
se t - f i l l  t y p e 1732 1 7 2 8 2 5 6 0
T O  I A 1. 2 2 7 3 1220
Fig. 25. AutoSlog dictionary statistics for microelectronics
T he  concept nodes were used by the discourse analyzer to identify relaiion  
ships across item s. For ex a m p le ,  consider the sentence “ A (.’Y D  sy stem  was  
developed  by Motorola." T w o concept nodes are triggered by tlie word “de­
veloped." First, a set-lill concept node is activated by the general pattern “X 
was developed" and extracts  “a C V D  system " as a product. T h e  keyword  
recognizer identifies ‘‘( Y D  a> a m icroelec iron ics  term so the information is 
considered to be relevant. Second, an en t ity  concept node is activated  by the  
pattern “was developed by 'i and extracts  “Motorola as a com pany nam e.  
T he discourse analyzer can then link the C V D  system  to Motorola by virtue  
of l com m on verb “d eve lop ed ” that triggered both concept nodes, I his ap ­
proach shows how keyword recognition can be com bined with concept n o d es  
to h a n d le  both specialized term inology and conceptual role relationships.
" O n l y  172*  o f  t h e  17:52 w e re  kept b e c a u s e  fo u r  d e f i n i t i o n s  w e r e  d is c a r d e d  
a c c id e n t a l ly .
l * I tie k e y w o r d  r e c o g n iz e r  w a s  a l s o  used  t o  id e n t i fy  r e le v a n t  in f o r m a t io n  i n d e p e n ­
d e n t l y  fro m  t h e  c o n c e p t  n o d e s .
2 6
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T h e  I .M a s s /M l 'C o  system  achieved scores of recall and 49(X precision  
( (-measure — !{4.S4) for I lie m icroelectron ics  dom ain. As before, we can infer a 
lower bound; C IR C U S wn> able l o  r x l i  n d  at lea.si 3IV£ of I lie desired informa­
tion. However we believed lhal i lie perform at ice o f  C IR C U S was mucli liigber. 
so we conducted  an experim ent lo  assess i ls  actual performance. C hoosing  '2r> 
tex ts  al random, w e m anually  inspected  th e  interm ediate  ou tput and found 
that C IR C U S  had extracted  inform a lion with GS9£ recall arid precision.  
O bviously , much o f  the information was deleted  or confounded by subsequent 
co m p o n en ts  (see  [‘J l |  for more deta ils) .  After discourse analysis, our official 
scores Tor these 2-r) texts  were .'V2fX recall and 4-V/i precision. which is consis­
tent with I he overall results. If these tex ts  were representative. then  il appears  
that the Ml. C—5 sy stem  was able to achieve roughly GS'/l recall. which is ac­
tually higher than the recall reported by the 1 M a s s /M l  C-4 system .
To conclude, we have shown that A u toS log  is a v iable approach for a u to m a t­
ically acquiring pal l ertis for information ex tract ion. and can produce effec­
tive ext raction patterns for different d o m a in s . However, we learned a valuable  
lesson in apply ing  lhe sy s lem  to new dom ains. T h e  nature o f  lh e  dom ain  is 
crucially important in determ in ing  what type  o f  extraction  paliern* are neces­
sary. In the terrorism d om ain , verbs oft en carry the sem antics  associated  w ilh  
an event so sim ple verb patterns were sufficient. In the joint ventures dom ain ,  
nouns often carry the sem antics  associated  with an event ,  so an additional 
heuristic was needed to pair nouns w ilh  verbs. \n d  in the m icroelectronics  
dom ain , (he technical jargon w as most easily  identified using keywords. T he  
extrac tion patterns were useful, however, for identify ing  lh e  roles associated  
with lh e  technical inform ation . We conclude that A u toS log  is most appropri 
ate  for recognizing role relationships between events and objects ,  l he dorrtain- 
indepeudeul heuristics  used by A nloSlog  are most w ell-suited for event-based  
dom ains.
4 E xperim ents w ith N ovice U sers
T he previous exp er im en ts  re h o ]  oil a  person to  manually  filter th e  dictionaries  
and discard unreliable definitions. From a practical perspective, il is im portant  
to  know w h eth er  lhe filtering must be done by an expert ( i .e .,  som eone who  
is know ledgeable about natural language processing and C IR C U S  in particu­
lar), or w hether  lhe filtering can be done by anyone know ledgeable about lhe  
dom ain. It is also im portant to have so m e idea o f  how much variation I lu re is 
between d ictionaries filtered by different people. So we set oul to answer lhe  
following questions:
(1) Can people w ilh  lit tie or no background in text processing  create effective  
concept node d ictionaries using A utoSlog?
27
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(2) Mow m uch variation is I here in th e  perform ance oT dictionaries created  
by different people?
W e addressed these  questions by con d ucting  tw o exp er im en ts  with novice users 
(i .e ..  people  w ho had little or no previous exp er ience  with C IR C l S). In the  
first exp er im en t,  we asked ten students  in an introductory natural language  
processing course to  filter tlie terrorism dictionary created by AutoSlog. Iu
1 lie second exper im ent,  we a>ked two government analysts  to filter the joint 
ventures dietiouary created by A u loSlog .
./. / . hi fCr.pt- r i m e n f  with S t t u i m l s  in Ifir T e r r o r i s m  D o m n i n
T he first experim ent involved ten students ,  including undergraduate and grad 
uate  students, in ll ie  introductory natural language processing course al the  
University  o f  M assachusetts. Prior to this exp er im en t,  th e  stu d en ts  had re­
ceived som e exposure to  C IR C l S in th e  form o f  2 lectures. I paper, and 2 
program m ing assignm ents . That had also been given 1 lecture and 1 paper  
on information extraction  in the terrorism dom ain . So th e  s tudents  were not 
com plete  novices, in the sense that they had so m e know ledge about natu­
ral language processing and a l itt le  exper ience  with an educational version  
o f C IR C U S. Rut they  had no experience with the I 'M a ss /M l C-1 system  on 
which t he dictionaries would be te sted ,  except for one graduate student w ho  
we will refer to  as Student X.
T he  stu d en ts  were given 1 hour o f  instruction  on how to use the A uloS log  in­
terface and were given tw o weeks Lo filler the terrorism dictionary produced by 
A utoSlog. WV- evaluated  each d ictionary by rem oving th e  hand-crafted d ic t io ­
nary from the l"M ass/M C C - l sy stem  and replacing il with on e  o f  the student  
dictionaries. Then we ran ll ie  new sy stem  on the two blind test sets TST-l  
and T ST 4 (see Section 2 .4).  and scored the output using the \ H 'C  4 scoring  
program [27].
Figure 26 shows the scores produced by the student dictionaries (these  are the  
com bined  results for bot h TST-5 and T S T 4 ). For t lw sake o f  com parison, we iu 
eluded llie  scores produced by th e  hand-craTl eel terrorism dictionary, denoted  
as M IC  M .  T w o  of 11 iese data  points arc* som ew hat anom alous. S tudent X was 
a research assistant in the natural language processing lab and had so m e  e x p e ­
rience with the I.’M a s s / . \1 1 ," 4 system , so his results should not be interpreted  
as those o f  a novice (although tie was not one  o f  the- principal developers or 
the system ).  Student X"s dic tionary achieved the best performance, and was 
used in the ex p er im en ts  described in Section  2.4. T h e  second anom alous data  
point is Student I. Student I was not a n a t iv e  F.tiglish speaker and apparently  
did noi understand th e  instructions given in class. We discovered that he did
28
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System l&ecall Precision L- measure
MUC-l 15 \9 16.93
Student X 41 5] 15.S5
Si udont A 3% 16 12.00
Student B 37 39 3iJT4
Student (' 32 17 37.*0
Student 1) 36 39 37.61
Student K S i 39 36.31
Studunl I 31 10 35.01
Student G 33 36 34,56
Studeril II 33 ■34 33,57
Student 1 33 16 21.29
□IH V flTU TK X A l RltOStTOflYt i i i  U M i v m i r r n r  i r r u i
liji,. 26. StudcMit dictionary scores on IS I texts
not filler t Ik* d ictionary al all. hul kept every concept node proposed by \n -  
toSlog! Therefore. ihe  scores produced by Student I s d ictionary represent an 
interesting baseline: they lcl 1 us how well the  A ntoS log  dictionary perforins 
with no filtering al all.
If w e disregard the data  points  associated  with  Student X and S tudent I. the  
range ol scores is re latively  small: I lie f m e a s u r e s  range from 33.57 to 42.00.  
Tln*rr* was a Tair amount of variation in the perform an ce o f  ih e  dictionaries,  
but the scores wen all w ithin  9 points o f  one another so th e  differences w ire  
not ex trem e.  T h e  student d id io n a r ie s  achieved 72-S9V( o f  ih e  performance o f  

















X 1 ~ *
x s tu d en t  d ic t io n a r ie s  
M M U C - 4  d ic t io n i in
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO 0 0 1 0 0  
R eca ll
I i£. 27. Ilocall and precision scon’s for lho student dictionaries
To put llie.se num bers in perspective , consider how ih e  scores o f  ih e  s tudent  
dictionaries com pare willi  the scores o f  the M l . ( ' 4  pariie ipants . T h e  best 
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on T S T 3 .  which would have placed it nn ii in the M l .(.' 4 rankings (see [271). 
O nly four o f  l he seventeen  MI C-4 sy stem s achieved higher scores. I'he student  
dictionary l hat obta ined  th e  lowest score on T S T 3  (3-*3.-r57) would have ranked  
eight It ill M VC-4. So all o f  I lie st udeut dictionaries achieved T S T 3  scores bet ler 
than half  o f  the MUC-4 participants. Ou TST 1. lh e  highest-scoring student  
dictionary would have ranked .seventh and lh e  lowest-scoring dictionary would  
have ranked eleventh . We conclude that most of  the concept node dictionaries  
produced by the stu d en ts  achieved scores that were h e l le r  than or com parable  
to m any o f  the M l .C-4 system s.
A lthough the si ores produced hy th e  student d ic t io n a r ie s  were not d ram ati­
cally different, som e dictionaries clearly performed b etter  limit others. Part o f  
the reason is that I lie* size o f  lhe dictionaries varied a  lot. Figure 2S shows the  
num ber o f  concept n ode defir ii I ions accepted  by eat l is t  ndenl . a n d  t lie num ber  
o f  lh e  definitions in the hand-crafted Ml. C-4 dictionary, D iscounting  Student
1. who kept every definition, th e  dictionaries ranged in size from 304 to  645  
definitions. Student F ’s d ictionary contained over tw ice as m any definitions as 
Student C s dictionary.










Student F f> 15
Student 1 1247
l ift. 28. S t u d e n t  dictionary sizes
Given the considerable variation in d ictionary size. we tried lo  d eterm ine  
whether there was any correlation b etw een  dictionary size and performance.  
Figure 29 shows a scatterplol of the relationship  between d ictionary size and  
recall. There appears lo  he virtually no correlation. S om e oT lhe smallest d ic­
tionaries produced lh e  highest recall, and both small and large dictionaries  
produced relatively low recall. Intuitively, one might assum e that larger dic­
tionaries should produce higher recall than sm aller  d id  ionaries. However, this 
is not necessarily the case. T he  inform ation extraction  task involves extracting  
relevant information and ignoring irrelevant inform ation. Therefore, ex tra c t­
ing irrelevant information docs not increase recall. Furthermore, irrelevant 
information can co m p lica te  discourse analysis . W hen irrelevant information  
is given to the discourse analyzer, it often gets confused and may hallucinate
30
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ev en ts  and assign relevant information lo  im aginary events.
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Fig. 29. Recall and precision vs. number of deli nil ions
Figure 29  also shows the relationship between d ictionary size  and precision.  
A lthough 1 here is not a perfrrl correlation, th e  graph sugge.sU that sm aller dic­
tionaries lend to  achieve higher precision than larger d ictionaries. Tliis  makes  
sense if we assum e that stu d en ts  w ho generated sm aller dictionaries adopted  
a m ore  conservative filtering strategy and retained only the most reliable def­
initions. S tu dents  w h o  generated  larger dictionaries probably adopted a  more 
liberal strategy and retained definitions that m ay be useful in som e ertse* but 
are prone to false hits.
f lie Ml C' l sys tem s were also evaluated  by how well their sy stem s could  
distinguish  stories that contained a relevant event from those that did no l.  
This is a classification problem: each text had to be labeled as “relevant or 
“irrelevant to the dom ain . Roughly 53 o f  the le x is  in ih e  MI'C-'I corpus  
were relevant. Figure 30 shows tlo* recall and precision scores com puted  by 
the M l C - 1 scoring program for the student dictionaries on Ihe classification  
task. There was less variation in the performance of the dictionaries on the  
classification ia.sk. f'.xcepl for S tudent I. all of th e  d ictionaries achieved at 
least 70%  recall and 7&7c precision, and m any achieved >  8 r>Vi recall with  >  
SO'X precision. Almost all o f  the dictionaries performed nearly a* well as ll ie  
hand-crafted diet ionary.
D esp ite  th e  fact that the dictionaries varied a lot in s ize, one possib le e x ­
planation for the sim ilar perform ance is lhat som eth in g  like an 8 0 /2 0  rule 
is in e l l e d .  That is. 2 0 a  o f  ih e  definitions are doing 80‘X of the work and  
the remaining definition* do not contribute much to the final results. For the  
hand-crafted dictionary, we found that 1S1X o f  th e  definitions accounted for 
80CX o f  the instantiated  concept nodes, and 2Sy? o f  the definitions accounted  
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x student dictionaries 
m MUC-4 dictionary
Recall
Pig. 30. Recall and precision scores for text classification
tex ts ) .  Tlie>e sta tis t ics  a te  questionable because tlie num ber o f  t im es  that a 
concept n ode fires does not necessarily ind icate liovv much it contr ibuted  to 
tlie final s tores ,  hut they suggest I hat som e definitions are m ore im portant  
than others, and that dictionaries produced by different people will probably  
colilain similar subsets o f  the most important defit lit ions.
./.J ,4n F.rp* r> m tn l  with D om ain  F . ip t r b  irt llit Joittl  W tt ln r t> D om ain .
T he second experim ent involved tw o governm ent analysts  w ho m anually  fil­
tered a d ictionary  produced by A ntoSlog  for the joint venture* dom ain  [33]. 
In contrast to the previous exp er im en t,  the governm ent analysts  had no bark- 
ground in natural language processing at all. or any exp er ience  with C IR ­
C U S <>r tlie U M a ss /M l'C  -!j sy s tem . However, th e  analysts were considered  
to be experts  in th e  joint ventures dom ain  because they were am ong those  
who m anually  encoded  the answer key tem p la tes  for Ihe Ml ( corpus  [’28]. 
T his  experim ent represents a more realistic ex a m p le  o f  how dictionaries would  
likely b e  constructed  for new d om ains. It is more realistic to exp ec t  to find 
people w ho are exp er ts  in a particular subject,  than to  find people w ho are 
experienced  in natural language processing (m uch less (,'IRCI S in particular).  
F urlhennore. th e  analysts  were m otivated  to generate-good d ictionaries. T he  
analysts  were evaluating  <\ tool that I hey might Use in the future, while tlie  
students  were co m p let in g  a homework assignm ent that was graded pass/fa il .  
Before they began tillering, we gave the an alysts  a 1 .”> hour tutorial explaining  
how AntoSlog works and how lo  use' the  interface.
A ntoS log  proposed 31()7 concept node definitions for the joint ventures do­
m ain . but the an a lys is  were only available for tw o days and we did not expect  
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ated an “abridged" version o f  the d ictionary  by e l im in a tin g  en tity  and prod 
uri / serv ice  definitions that were proposed infrequently by A u toS log  1:1. and we  
removed I lie m orphology m odule  from th e  interface. T h e  resulting “abridged" 
dictionary contained  I575 concept nod*-* definitions. Analyst A took approxi­
m ately  12.0 hours to do lhe  filtering and Analyst B look ap prox im ale ly  lO.ti 
hours.
We com pared the an a lys is '  d ictionaries with lh e  Ml* C-5 d ictionary tlial was  
filtered  by all experienced  I M ass researcher. To en su re  a Tair com parison , we 
created an abridged version o f  lh e  I M a s s  dictionary by rem oving all o f  lhe  
definition* that were not am on g  the 1 -r»7■'i given to lh e  analysts ,  and remov  
ing all o f  th<’ definitions spawned by the m orphology m odule . T he  abridged  
MI C-!} d ictionary was therefore based on ex a c t ly  lh e  sa m e  definitions given  
to lhe analysts ,  hnl was filtered by a l .M a ss  researcher. Figure 31 shows lhe  
num ber o f  defin itions proposed by A utoSlog for each information ty p e ,  and 
the num ber o f  definitions in each filtered dictionary.
CN Type #  proposed 
by AutoSlog




entity 311 357 123
facility 'SO 2(J 10 55
ownership percent 171 91 117 !) 1
person 2\Z 1111 l4fJ 52
product /service 3:6 70 152 11
revenue rate 13 11 13 te
revenue total 3fl 22 15 26
total capitalization ‘J5 1 1 13 22
1 0 1  Al. 1575 007 *?3I T29
l ’ig. 31. Comparative Sizes of the Analysts' Dictionaries
To evaluate  lh e  d ictionaries, we rem oved lhe original MU C-5 dictionary from 
the I M ass /M  I..’C-5 sy s tem , and plugged in the analysts d ictionaries and lhe  
abridged M U C -5 d ic t io n a ry .14 Finally, w e scored each system  on lhe Tip>3  
blind tesl set llial was used for th e  ML C-5 evaluation . T he Tips3 collection
I ' I his was based on the frequency counts described in Section 2.1. We removed all 
entity definitions llial were proposed <  2 times and all product/service definitions 
that were proposed <  3 times. We eliminated entity and product/service definitions 
simply because they dominated the dictionary.
I I One complication was that the U M a ss /M l1 C-5 syslem includes two modules, 
ITG and Maytag, that used the original M l’C-5 concept node dictionary for train­
ing (see [21]). Ideally, we should have retrained these components for each run 
with the new dictionary. We did retrain I TG. but we did not retrain Maytag. It 
is unlikely thal this had a significant impact on the relative performance o f  the 
dictionaries, but we are not certain of its exact ini pact.
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contained 2S2 tex ts .  Figure 32 show s th e  scores for each system .
TIPS3 1 ioca.ll Precision I'-nmaAuro
Abridged MUC-5 IR II 27.0fi S3
Analyst A It) 17 27.39 S3
Analyst tt ’■>0 17 27.89 S3
Fig- 32. Scores for the analysts' dictionaries
All three dictionaries achieved similar scores. Overall, hotli o f  llie a n a ly s ts '  
dictionaries ac hieved s lightly  higher f m easures than th e  MIX’ r> dictionary.  
T he error rates (E R R )  for nil three dictionaries were identical (see [28] for 
a descripl ion o f  the error rale m easure).  I ml I lie dictionaries- filtered hy the  
analysts  achieved slightly h igher recall and lower precision than the Nfl C-5  
dictionary. O ne possib le exp lanation  is that the I Mass researcher was not 
«is know ledgeable about the' dom ain  and was therefore conservative about 
a ccepting  only the definitions that looked obviously  reliable. 1 lie analysts  Were 
much more familiar with the' domain and probably kept additional patterns  
that were familiar lo  them  (but not necessarily  as reliable).
D esp ite  the fad  that ll ie  com position  o f  the* dictionaries varied q uite  a bit. the  
final scores w w  remarkably similar. Even though they had no background in 
text processing, th e  an alysts  produced dictionaries that performed at least 
as well as the- one created by a 1 Mass researcher. Ib is  is further ev idence  
that we are probably seeing som eth in g  like1 an St)/211 rule iu effect, w here a 
core subset of the' definitions shared by most of  the' d ictionaries do most of  
the- work, T his  result has im portant im plications for sy s tem  developm ent: if 
possib le,  data should b e  presented to users in order of exp ec ted  i tn p a c l . Many  
system s are built iu a l im ited  tim e frame, and users d o n ’t have l im e  lo  review  
all o f  the potentia lly  useful data . W ith respect to A utoS log , we could rank 
the concept nodes based on frequency. T he  concept nodes that were* proposed  
most frequently by A utoSlog would be presented to ihe  user before concept  
nodes that were proposed on ly  a few times.
5 C onclusions
We have shown lltal A utoS log  can produce effective dictionaries for infor­
mal ion extraction  in m ult ip le  dom ains. Mosi information extraction  system s  
rely on a  d ictionary «>r e x lr a d io n  patterns that must be hand-coded for each  
dom ain [12.15.1]. However, a  sy s tem  called PA L K A  [14] ha-s a lso  been d evel­
oped  lo  a u tom atica lly  acquire patterns for information extraction . The o u t ­
put produced by I’AI.K A  is sim ilar lo  tlu* output produced by A uloSlog .  
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F irsl .  PA l.K A  is given a set o f  generic frames and keywords for the domain  
by a user. In contrast.  A nloSlog discovers th e  trigger words for rase frames 
011 its ow n. Second. P A l.K A  relies on Ihe scm anlii  fealnres associated  w illi  
words to  identify lh<j extraction  patterns. A ntoSlog  does not use a sem antic  
feature d ictionary at all.
Otlier researcher* have worked on th e  general problem o f  au tom ated  d ictionary  
const ruelion. F O l h - l 'P  [10] was one o f  the earliest Al sy s tem s  that a u to m a t­
ically learned the m eanings  o f  unknown words. Fite P O L IT IC S [3] system  
also contained a m echanism  for learning definitions for unknown words. Both  
K O I ' U P  and POI.ITK 'S learned informat ion about unknown words by e x ­
am in ing  contextual ex p ec ta t io n s  derived from o ther  words in tlie sentence.  
R IN A  [|: | |  is a language acquisition sy s te m  that used m ultip le  ex a m p les  and a 
variety of know ledge sources to create d ictionary entries for unknown w ords. 
All o f  these sy stem s started w ith  a ‘partial lexicon", and assum ed that most 
o f the words in the sen tence were already delined. Definition* for new words 
were constructed  based on the definitions o f  other words in the sen tence or 
surrounding con tex t .  In contrast. A ntoS log  builds new dictionary definitions  
completely Iroin scratch and depends only on a parl-of-speech lexicon, which  
i an be readily obtained from m achine-readable dictionaries or a statistical  
part-of-speech tagger (e .g ..  PO ST  [30]).
O ne exception  is rereni work on autom at ically deriving know ledge from on-line  
dictionaries (sr<- [7,25]). I his research applies syntactic  and lexical patterns  
to th e  entries in an on-line d ictionary lo  derive sem antic  relationship* be­
tween words. A lthough the goals an* different, this work is similar in spirit lo  
A n toS log  because syn tactic  rules are applied lo  tex t  lo  extract sem antic  re­
lationships. Their results lend independent support to the idea that sem antic  
in fort nation can be acquired autom atica lly  without a lot oT external knowl­
edge.
Since A ntoS log  creates dictionary entries from scratch, it can be viewed as a 
one-shot learning sy stem . T he  closest points oT com parison in tlie m achine  
learning com m u nity  are explanation-based  learning (F.BI.) sy s tem s [6,24]. 
Explanation-based  learning system s produce co m p le te  concept representations  
from a single training instance. I hi- is in contrast to inductive  learning tech  
niques increm entally  build a concept representation in response to m u l­
tiple training instances (e .g ..  [8.29.35]). Inductive learning sy s tem s  typically  
require both  posit ive  and negative training instances to produce a target rep­
resent al ion.
As input. A ntoSlog requires an annotated  training corpus for the dom ain and a 
few hours of manual filtering. However. N LP sy s tem s  often rely on o th er  types  
o f lagged corpora, such as part of-speech lagging or phrase structure brack 
d i n g  (e .g ..  ihe  Hrown Corpus [9] and th e  Penn Treehank [22]}. Furthermore.
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corpus lagging for A n loS log  is less d em anding  than o ther  forms of Lagging  
because  it is .smaller in scope, and on ly  the targeted information needs to be 
tagged (in contrast In  syntactic  tagging Tor which every  word or phrase must 
I i f  tagged) .  However, we are currently working on a new version o f  A n loS log .  
called A ntoS log-T S. that does no! need detailed I ext an notations  al all but 
just a corpus <>r preclassified l e x i s  [34]. We have also shown that information  
extraction  can l>e used to  ach ieve high-precision lexl classification [32). so  the  
dictionaries produced by A utoS log  ar«j useful for other language processing  
tasks as well.
We have shown that novices call use A nloS log  effectively with only m in im al  
training. W hen build ing  sy s tem s  for au tom ated  knowledge acquisition and  
rapid prototyping , it is important lo  rem em ber ihai lh e  u lt im a te  users o f  
these  loo ls  will be domain exp er ts ,  not com p u ter  sc ientists .  Tools that are 
accessible  only to  fellow researchers will be o f  lim ited  use in lh e  real world. 
Therefore we believe it is im portanl not on ly  to  eva luate  lhe performance o f  
a sy stem  when tested by researchers, but also to eva lu ate  lh e  perform ance o f  
a system  when tested by potential users.
In sum m ary . AutoSlog i> a m ajor contribution loward m aking information  
extraction  system s portable across dom ains, A n loS log  was lh e  first system  to 
a u to m a te  the process o f  d ictionary construction  for information extraction ,  
and substantia lly  reduces lh e  know ledge-engineering bottleneck  for building  
information extraction  system s. A utoSlog d em on stra tes  that som e typ es  o f  
dom ain-specific sem antic  know ledge can be acquired au tom atica lly  using only  
an appropriate training corpus. W e believe llial research in au tom ated  d ic tio ­
nary construction  is crucial for natural language processing sy s tem s  lo  becom e  
practical for real-world applications, and A utoSlog is a significant step  in that 
direction.
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